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Abstract 

With the recent advancement in digital technology, the role of digital signatures in information 

security could not be over emphasized. Digital signature frameworks and applications are 

really strengthening the cyber security space by providing a form of convenient cryptograph-

based electronic fingerprint. Previously, Elliptic Curve El-Gamal cryptosystem was identified 

resourceful enough in maintaining safety, efficiency and low complexity in fingerprint 

cryptography. However, Elliptic Curve El-Gamal cryptosystem has its major weaknesses in its 

need for randomness, which could be exploited by an attacker. In contrast, the Rivest-Shamir-

Adleman (RSA) algorithm is considered very dependable, and though it is a relatively slow 

algorithm, it is still considered better in processing time compared to El-Gamal algorithm 

especially for signature generation. This study proposed, simulated and evaluated El-Gamal 

and RSA public-key cryptosystems frameworks for digital signatures, using sample text files. 

The results show that for both signature generation and computing verification, RSA algorithm 

takes lesser time compared to the Elliptic Curve El-Gamal. However, key generation (private 

and public-key parameters) using El-Gamal Elliptic Curve takes lesser time to compute 

compared to RSA. Elliptic Curve El-Gamal cryptosystem is better off for faster key generation 

and signature verification whenever files are of relatively small sizes, while RSA algorithm is 

more suitable for larger file sizes. 

 

Keywords: Digital Signature, Elliptic Curve El-Gamal Algorithm, Public-Key 

Cryptosystems,  Rivest–Shamir–Adleman Algorithm  

 

Introduction 

Information security is a constant challenge in data communication, and various cryptographic 

frameworks and methods are being proposed and applied to address the challenge. Previously, 

the modern age communication involved the source of an enciphered message sharing the 

decoding technique only with intended recipients to preclude access from adversaries. Most 

cryptography works of literature often use the name Alice ("A") for the sender, Bob ("B") for 

the intended recipient, and Eve ("eavesdropper") for the adversary. 

          Cryptography is of great importance to most technologies today, from computers to 

credit cards and government to e-businesses, since data transferred from one system to another 

over a public network must usually be protected by encryption. The widely known 

cryptographic methods are classified as symmetric and asymmetric. In symmetric 

cryptography, both communicators use the same keys for both encryption and decryption of 

data which is heavily based on significant mathematical theories and computer science 

practices since there is availability of fast performing computers in such a way that it is 

theoretically possible to break such a system, but it is not possible to do so by any known 

practical means. These schemes are therefore termed computationally secure. Asymmetric key 

cryptography or public-key cryptography (PKC) uses two keys mainly a private key and a 

public key; the private key is used for decryption or signature generation while the public key 

is used for encryption or signature verification (Mahto & Yadav, 2018). The PKC gains its 

popularity by developing two pioneering concepts, firstly, solving key distribution problem of 
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symmetric key cryptography and, then secondly, providing a digital signature scheme (Diffie 

& Hellman, 1976), (Hwang, Hwang, Lin, 2000), (Lu, Hwang and Huang, 2005).  

          A digital signature is a mathematical technique used to validate the authenticity and 

integrity of a message, digital document or software. The digital equivalent of a 

handwritten/wet signature or stamped seal, a digital signature offers far better inherent security, 

and it is intended to solve the problem of tampering and impersonation in digital 

communications. In many countries, including the United States, digital signatures are 

considered legally binding the same way as traditional document signatures. Digital signatures 

are a very key element in creating digital certificates when combined with other entities such 

as the name of the user and the name of the certificate authority. A digital signature can be used 

to meet the requirements of electronic signature: 

i. the public key of the digital signature is linked to the signing entity's identification; 

ii. the digital signature can only be affixed by the holder of the public key's associated 

private key, which implies the entity intends to use it for the signature; and 

iii. the digital signature will only authenticate if the signed data - document or 

representation of a document - is unchanged. If a document is tampered with after being 

signed, the digital signature will fail to authenticate.  

         Previously, ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) problem was proposed using the group 

of points on an elliptic curve defined over a finite field in discrete log cryptosystem. The 

approach of ECC to public-key cryptography is based on the algebraic structure of elliptic 

curves over finite fields. Elliptic curves have been applied to most key areas of cryptography 

including key agreement, digital signatures, pseudo random generators, and other tasks. Elliptic 

curves and its properties have been studied in mathematics as pure mathematical concepts for 

long since second or third-century A.C, but its implementation in cryptography is still very 

recent. The name “elliptic” itself was given in the nineteenth century, though it has been studied 

widely by many mathematicians. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Elliptic-Curve graph (Mondal and Ray, 2019) 

          

Key agreement is a crucial process in which the devices communicating in the network 

establishes a shared secret without exchanging any secret data. With this method, the devices 

that need to establish shared secret between them exchange their public-keys. Both the devices 

on receiving the other device’s public-key perform key generation operation using private key 

to obtain the shared secret. 
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         Symmetric encryption involves only one secret key to cipher (encode) and decipher 

(decode) the information. Symmetrical encryption is an old and best known technique. It uses 

a secret key that can either be a number, string of random letters and numbers, or words. The 

private key is blended with the plain text of a message to change the content in a particular 

way. The sender (‘Bob’) and the recipient (‘Alice’) both know the secret of the message and 

they can encode and decode all messages with the secret. Popular examples of symmetric 

encryption are Blowfish, AES, DES and RC4, RC5 and RC6. 

         Hashing is the transformation of a string of characters into a usually shorter fixed length 

value or key that represents the original string through the use of an algorithm. Hashing is 

usually faster to find and retrieve because they are shorter representations of the original value. 

It is also used in many encryption, and digital signature algorithms. A hash function is a 

function used to perform hashing and it is one way, i.e. doesn’t accept a backward operation. 

There are several examples of these functions which include the message digest hash functions 

MD2, MD4, and MD5, used for hashing digital signatures into a shorter value called a message 

digest, and there is also a standard algorithm similar to MD4 known as Secure Hash Algorithm 

(SHA) and it produces a larger (60 bit) message digest. 

         This paper proposed a framework for Elliptic Curve El-Gamal and RSA public-key 

cryptosystems, designed and implemented the framework, and evaluated the implemented 

system for RSA and El-Gamal elliptic curve cryptosystems digital signature.                                                   

 

Related Work 

Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) are few popular 

examples of asymmetric key encryption algorithms (Mondal & Ray, 2019). If we compare El-

Gamal with symmetric algorithms in terms of encryption and decryption speed, it was observed 

that El-Gamal is relatively slower (Zhi-ming, 2005), (Wang, Xing and Guang, 2008), (Lu & 

Sun, 2003). Apparently, El-Gamal scheme seen as a type non- deterministic public key 

cryptography. It has different signatures for the same message because it chooses different 

random factors (Khudhair, 2018). RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman 1978) is considered the 

defacto standard for the public-key cryptography, while ECC (Koblitz, 1987), (Tzeng & 

Hwang, 2004) is considered as an alternative to RSA. The security of RSA cryptosystem is 

based on the Integer Factorization Problem (IFP) and the security of ECC is based on the 

Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) (Mahto & Yadav, 2018). Chang et al. 

(Chang & Hwang, 1996) presented a parallel implementation for generating RSA keys using 

an alternative of the Euclidean Algorithm i.e., Derome's method. The study concluded that the 

Derome’s method works at low computational cost. The study of Verma et al. (Verma, Mahto, 

Jha and Yadav, 2017) claimed that modulus and the key generation are achieved using a small 

order of matrix. The authors emphasized that in order to generate approximately 840 bit 

modulus and a private key of RSA, a matrix of four orders is enough. With the resulting 

implemented model a small encryption exponent was used to speed up encryption whereas 

Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) was used to speed up decryption time (Mahto & Yadav, 

2018). 

        Apparently, signing a document with a pen or wet ink is obviously different from opening 

a padlocked gate with a key (more or less like decryption), nevertheless, both involve using a 

secret: how you write your own unique signature, and how you program the key. A number of 

approaches have been proposed in digital signatures such as Template Matching ,the Dynamic  

Wrapping (Shanker & Rajagopalan, 2007), Modified Dynamic Mapping set at threshold of 1.5 

(Shanker & Rajagopalan, 2007), Maximally Stable  Extremely Regions (MSER) System (Basil 

& Gawal, 2015)  proposed by Basil and Gawal in 2015 are among some of the template 

matching techniques proposed. Similarly, Support Vector Machine (Kholmatov, 2003), 

Structural Similarity Index Measure (Fasquel and Bruynooghe, 2004) and Modified Direction 

Feature (Nguyen, Blumenstein, Muthukkumarasamy and Leedham, 2007) are the schemes 

previously proposed based on structural and syntactic approaches. Wavelet-based approach 
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with Matching Algorithm (Fang, You., Chen, Tang, 2007), Statistical approach using Gobor 

Transform and Inter-correlation (Fasquel and Bruynooghe, 2002) and Hidden Markov method 

(Justino, Bortolozzi, and Sabourin, 2005) were also proposed to have a better False Rejection 

and Acceptance rates. However, despite the fact that several approaches have be proposed for 

digital signatures up till date, all approaches are identified with certain drawbacks (Chugh and 

Jain, 2017). 

        There are algorithms for digital signatures, as well as algorithms for encryption schemes. 

Sometimes it turns out that the key idea underlying an algorithm can be used for both purposes. 

For example, the key idea behind the El-Gamal encryption algorithm can also be used to build 

a digital signature algorithm. The same is true for the well-known RSA algorithm. RSA 

algorithm is the most influential and commonly used public key encryption algorithm (Wang, 

Wang and Liu, 2012). Not only that RSA can resist most know cryptographic attacks so far, 

but it is also seen highly resourceful in improving the data security transmitted over connected 

networks (Wang, Wang and Zhu, 2019). 

         Generally, asymmetric algorithms such as the RSA and El-Gamal depend on the key 

length of a prime number P which is recommended to be higher than 1024-bits. The El-Gamal 

algorithm can be applied for signature and encryption/decryption procedures, however, it 

depends on the Diffie Hellman scheme for key selection. The RSA algorithm depends on large 

number factorization which cannot be cracked with a reliable shortcut. 

 
Table 1 : Algorithm Comparison 

Algorithm Digital Signature Encryption/ Decryption Key Exchange 

RSA Yes Yes Yes 

Elliptic Curve Yes Yes Yes 

Diffie -Hellman No No Yes 

DSS Yes No No 

El-Gamal Yes Yes Based on Diffie-Hellman 

 

Materials and Methods 

Java, Java Virtual Machine (JVM) in IntelliJ IDE Community Edition 2018.3.3 technology was 

used with Bouncy Castle JCE. The Java Virtual Machine is an abstract machine (virtual 

emulation) that enables computers and mobile devices to run java programs as well as other 

programs written in languages, such as Kotlin, JRuby, Groove, etc., which have been compiled 

to java bytecode.  

       A JVM specification ensures that Java programs can run across different implementations 

so that programmers and developers using the Java Development Kit (JDK) need not worry 

about the differences of different hardware systems. The JVM uses JIT (Just-in-Time) compiler 

to translate java bytecode into native machine language which speeds up execution time. There 

is really no connection between the java language and the java bytecode. Programs written in 

java or other acceptable programming languages can be compiled directly into the 

understandable machine language. 

       The Bouncy Castle library is an open-source project that houses cryptographic APIs for 

Java and C# (C-sharp). The API serves as the provider for the Java Cryptography Extension 

(JCE) and the Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA) which works only on versions of JDK 

(Java Development Kit) ranging from J2ME to JDK 1.7. The API also consists of Generators 

for Version 2 X.509 attribute certificates, generators/processors for S/MIME and CMS 

(PKCS7/RFC 3852), a provider for the Java Secure Socket Extension (JSSE), 

Generators/Processors for OpenPGP (RFC 4880) amongst others. 

        IntelliJ IDEA is a Java integrated development environment (IDE) for writing java and 

kotlin programs. The IDE provides coding assistance features like code completion by 
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analyzing, code navigation to a class or declaration in the class and also provides options to fix 

inconsistencies via suggestions. 

        IntelliJ provides certain features like code completion, code navigation to classes or 

declarations in the code directly, code refactoring, linting and options to fix inconsistencies via 

intelligent suggestions. IntelliJ also supports plugins through which one can add additional 

functionality to the IDE which could be downloaded or manually installed either from IntelliJ's 

plugin repository. It supports version control systems like Git for committing changes to 

repository projects. Sample text files of sizes 10kb, 20kb, 50kb, 100kb, 200kb, 500kb, 1000kb 

were used to evaluate the El-Gamal algorithm and the RSA algorithms.  

 

Proposed El-Gamal-RSA Framework Overview 

This paper proposes a framework for the El-Gamal and RSA algorithm. The frameworks 

accomplished include multi stage phases of mathematical computations using several 

arithmetic and number theory algorithms that are taken into consideration. The El-Gamal and 

RSA algorithms are two of the cryptographic techniques that are actively in use for securing 

data confidentiality and authentication. Figures 2 and 3 present the overview for the proposed 

El-Gamal and RSA frameworks. 

       Key Generation: The key generation process of the Elliptic Curve El-Gamal involves 

selection of public and private keys and system parameters required for signature generation. 

Keys are categorized as private and public-keys. The parameters for signature and verification 

include:               

        Prime Number (P): This is the prime number which is used to perform Mod operation on 

the algorithm. For instance, the Diffie-Hellman algorithm relies on the discrete log problem 

which requires the prime to be large for an acceptable level of security. 

        Ephemeral Key: This is a temporary or short-lived random key generated for each 

signature and its only used once to prevent signatures from being attacked. 

        Generator (G): Generator in the elliptic curve cryptosystem is a unique point on the curve 

which is used to generate repetitions of a cyclic group on the curve. 

        Secret Key Selection: This is the private key which is mixed (using EC point 

multiplication) with the generator point to produce a Public-key.  
 

 
Fig. 2:  The Proposed El-Gamal Framework Overview  
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Fig. 3: The Proposed RSA Framework Overview 

 

Message Hashing: This process involves the conversion of messages (text or image) 

into fixed bit length usually smaller than message length using a hash function such that M= 

h(m). Message m in the elliptic curve cryptosystem is usually outputted as digest or checksum 

M before used. It is necessary for a hash function to have a non-collision property to prevent 

two same messages from producing the same checksum. Popular examples include MD5 

(Message Digest 5) and SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm). The Fermat’s little theorem relies on 

hashed message for verifying a message with signature parameters. This study proposes the 

use of a secure hash algorithm that can produce a shorter length of message digest to improve 

verification. 

Signature Parameters: The main signature parameters used in creating verification 

pairs are R and S (signature exponent) which are mixed with the message digest. Every message 

has distinct signature parameters.  

 Signature Verification: This stage involves comparing the values of both verification 

pairs. If they are both equal points on the elliptic curve, the signature is considered valid. 

Otherwise, the signature is considered not valid.  

a. Verification Pair, V1: This equation is calculated using the R and S signature 

parameters of the message. They are public values which can be implemented by a 

verifier.  

b. Verification Pair, V2: This pair is created by using the message digest, generator point 

on the curve E and the public-key attributed to the signer. If the equation results in 

TRUTH, then the signature is valid. Otherwise, a FALSE indicates an invalid signature.  

 

A signature is valid indicates the following to be true: 

i. The author or signer of the signature has BOB’s key (authenticity) 

ii. The message M has not been changed during transmission (integrity) 

 

Theoretical Explanation of the Elliptic Curve El-Gamal Signature 

For a theoretical explanation of Elliptic Curve El-Gamal over a finite field, suppose the prime 

number P= 29 and an elliptic curve E, defined by Y2 =x3 -x+16 mod P over F29. Given a point 

EP(a,b) =E29(-1, 16) with the order N of the curve known to be 31. The curve has a generator 

G given as (5,7) such that multiples kG of the generator point is within (1≤ k ≤ n-1) including 

point Ɵ located at infinity.  

         Let Anena select a random key which is secret KA=23 such that point addition operation:                                        

A =KAG =23G = (21, 18). Next, she chooses random ephemeral key k as 13 in the interval [1, 
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n-1] such that          GCD (k, n-1) =1, and computes R=kG which results to (7, 27) = (XR, YR) 

and also computes r =XR mod n = 7 mod 31 =7.  

        Suppose now Anena wants to send the message, M=33, she then computes: s= K-1(e + 

KAr) mod n = (13)-1 (33 + 23*7) mod 31 =3. She forms the signature parameters (R, s) = (13G, 

3) which belongs to the message M. 

Verification: 

 Compute V1= sR =3R = 3(13G) = 8G = (21, 11) 

 Compute V2 =h (M)G +rA = 33G + 7(23G) = 8G (21, 11), where r =XR mod 31 =7 

 Accept signature, since V1 =V2 = 8G = (21, 11) and it returns TRUE 

 

Implementation 

The algorithms implemented for this study are presented in this section.  The integrated 

algorithms should be able to perform the following functions: 

       1. Generate Private and Public-key value pairs 

       2. Sign files and generate unique signature bytes 

       3. Save and Retrieve signature information 

       4. Verify signatures using signed file and signature byte 

 

       The standard El-Gamal which is based on the Diffie-Hellman key distribution scheme 

supports encryption/decryption and digital signature processes. To integrate the elliptic curve 

principle with El-Gamal signature scheme, there is a need to make use of a secured curve 

standard with the Diffie Hellman key generation algorithm to create keypair values on the 

elliptic curve. 

        One of the best practices of implementing the elliptic curve is by integrating a 

cryptographic library that supports elliptic curve calculating with the native Java cryptographic 

library which is Bouncy Castle Cryptographic API. To have a standard secured system using a 

shorter bit length, the “prime192v1” curve specification by NIST is used to generate private 

and public-key parameter over a 192-bit prime field.  To make the framework worthwhile, the 

RIPEMD160 message digest scheme is used to hash messages (.txt files) into a relatively 

smaller size. 

        The framework uses the DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm) to sign the selected file using 

the private key generated with the elliptic curve which generates a signed byte stream and 

verifies the byte stream with the generated public-key by returning 1(true) or 0(false). The Java 

language used to implement the framework has libraries to record the executing time of a 

particular process by taking advantage of the system’s clock. Although timings differ from one 

execution to the other, this is due to synchronization of a system clock by other system 

processes. The proposed algorithm is written and visualized using IntelliJ IDEA, which is a 

graphical interface that allows a developer run, debug, build and test projects in real-time. 

       The Elliptic Curve El-Gamal has been implemented with the following modules/ classes 

in Java language using a secured library known as BouncyCastle API.  Algorithm 1 contains 

methods for reading files of selected sizes.The module converts the files into an array of bytes 

or from an array of bytes to saved files. The main imports used in this module are documented 

in Algorithm 1 pseudocode below. Initiation of code block is them abstract layer which 

contains the main functions of the Elliptic Curve El-Gamal. The signature, verification and key 

generation are initiated therein. The main tasks are highlighted in the Algorithm 2. Algorithm 

3 contains the main functions of the implemented RSA algorithm, the signature, the verification 

and the key generation. 

 

Algorithm 1: Reader Selector  

1. Begin 

2. Read File to ByteArray 

2.1. File length returns Long 
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2.2. Long cast to Integers 

3. Store Output, Q 

4. Return ByteArray 

5. End 

 

Algorithm 2: Intiation of Elliptic Curve Parameters 

       1. Begin 

       2. Create Key Pair Generator 

   2.1. Use prime192V1 for Elliptic Curve Table 

2.2. Attach Elliptic Curve Table to Parameter Specification 

       3. Generate Key Pair 

   3.1. Set start time to nano time 

          3.1.1. Set Pair Generation time  

    3.2. Set stop time to nano time 

          3.2.1. Set Pair elapsed time to nano time 

    3.3. Populate total time used for Key Generation  

       4. Return Pair 

       5. End 

 

Algorithm 3: RSA Initialization  
1. Begin 

2. Use generator initialization (1024, new secure) 

3. For int x = 0; x < 100; x++ 

4. Go to Algorithm 2 Step 3 

5. End 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Performance Analysis 

The proposed framework components and dependencies are tested on how they effectively 

communicate and work together to achieve a specific goal. In the implementation, the system 

requires a file input module, signature generation module, signature verification, and key 

generation module to work seamlessly when integrated. The executing and signing using RSA 

is presented in Fig. 4. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4: RSA Execution and Testing 
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Fig. 5: EC EG Execution and Testing 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Signed Bit Format 

 

       The execution and testing of the integrated framework using Elliptic Curve El-Gamal as 

signing is presented in Fig. 5 and the bit testing for file sizes in Fig. 6 respectively. 

       Further evaluation of the study on signing and verifying with both the RSA and Elliptic 

Curve El-Gamal are achieved using the following variables: 

i. Time taken for key/ parameter generation 

ii. File signature generation time 

iii. Signature verification time 

 

       Reading of execution time of program functions involves getting multiple averages since 

clock synchronization is performed by several processes thus making multiple executions 

produce varying execution time. For this analysis, signature, verification and key generation 

have been iterated 100 times with a for-loop to get an average figure which is nearly accurate. 

       The time reading was initially recorded in nanoseconds for the purpose of nearly perfect 

timing accuracy. Result in the table and graphs are figures converted into seconds. Tables 2, 3 

and 4 present key generation processing time, signature processing time and verification 

processing time respectively using different file sizes for RSA and EC EG. 
                       

Table 2: Key Generation Processing Time 

File Size (kilobytes) RSA time (seconds) EC EG time (seconds) 

10 0.916046826 0.581616480 

20 0.928871543 0.564214209 

50 1.012940370 0.625018350 

100 1.032177930 0.683242355 

200 1.068701211 0.653173580 

500 1.154648380 0.608402182 

1000 1.193848220 0.664711050 
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Table 3: Signature Processing Time 

File Size (kilobytes) RSA (seconds) EC EG (seconds) 

10 0.021080126 0.017577096 

20 0.021335111 0.02207400 

50 0.023108640 0.02594213 

100 0.024415790 0.027945955 

200 0.024605150 0.036543460 

500 0.025083766 0.039599113 

1000 0.026573590 0.041117780 

 

 

Table 4: Verification Processing Time 

File Size (kilobytes) RSA (seconds) EC EG (seconds) 

10 0.001771468 0.005980189 

20 0.000187172 0.006182097 

50 0.0020959 0.006840818 

100 0.000209768 0.007371494 

200 0.000220124 0.007589197 

500 0.000228128 0.007713684 

1000 0.000252594 0.008028885 

 

 

Charts Timing Analysis 

To understand the efficiency of the proposed Elliptic Curve El-Gamal framework and the RSA 

algorithm, a graph was plotted to evaluate the amount of time required for the key pair 

selecting, signature and verification based on an increase in file size. The figures 8, 9 and 10 

show that using signature, verification and key generation time (in seconds) vary with an 

increase in file size. The conclusions from the results can be summarized as follows:  

i. Key generation (private and public-key parameters) using El-Gamal elliptic curve takes 

lesser time to compute compared to RSA as seen in Fig. 8. 

ii. Signature generation using RSA algorithm takes fairly lesser time to generate compared 

to the elliptic curve El-Gamal as seen in Fig. 9. 

iii. Computing verification in RSA takes lesser time to perform compared to the elliptic 

curve counterpart as seen in Fig. 10. 

      

Conclusion and Future Work 

This study has proposed a detailed analysis of symmetric block encryption algorithms based 

on different parameters to help understand the performance of Elliptic Curve El-Gamal and the 

RSA algorithm for digital signatures on small and large file sizes. Digital signature has been a 

very efficient technology implemented by individual, organizations, and companies in signing 

and verifying the authenticity of files (documents). Such system has the capability of signing 

and verifying text files which will help in the proper understanding of applying both algorithms. 

       This study presents an evaluation of selected digital signature algorithms. The selected 

algorithms are Elliptic Curve  El-Gamal (EC EG) and RSA along with their working 

mechanisms. A number of facts are drawn from the study.  Firstly, despite the use of elliptic 

curve mathematics in El-Gamal, RSA is more suitable to most applications which have the 

signature verification as the highest priority. There is no doubt that most applications including 

those on the internet sign once and verify several times. Secondly; Elliptic Curve  El-Gamal 
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generates public/ private key parameters of shorter lengths (size) at a shoter time and still 

provide required security as compared to RSA with a longer key length. 

         

 
Fig. 7: Key Generation Timing Analysis  

 

 

Fig. 8: File Signature Timing Analysis 
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Fig. 9: Verification Timing Analysis 
 

 

Digital signature is one of the core components of any cryptosystem which has been in 

wide use by individuals and organizations as a reliable proof authenticity of materials or files. 

Elliptic curves have been implemented in major cryptographic algorithms such as ECDSA 

(Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm), ECDH (Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman) and 

others. Future work on this study would focus more on investigating possible improvement in 

the verification speed. Verification time is an operation performed more frequently compared 

to signing. More research could still be done to propose a hybrid solution which implements 

both the RSA and EC EG (Elliptic Curve El-Gamal) based on system requirements.     
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